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Abstract Critical applications which need to deliver multimedia through the Internet,
may achieve the required quality of service thanks to the Content-Aware Networks
(CAN). The key element of CAN is an efficient decision algorithm responsible for the
selection of the best content source and routing paths for content delivery. This paper
proposes a two-phase decision algorithm, exploiting the Evolutionary Multiobjective
Optimization (EMO) approach. It allows to consider valid information in different
time scales, adapting decision-maker to the evolving network and server conditions as
well as to get the optimal solution in different shapes of Pareto front. The simulation
experiments performed in a large-scale network model, confirm the effectiveness of
the proposed two-phase EMO algorithm, comparing to other multi-criteria decision
algorithms used in CAN.
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1 Introduction
Critical applications (e.g., some surveillance and e-health applications) that need to
download multimedia content from distant servers through the Internet have strong
quality of service (QoS) requirements for the content transfer. Themultimedia delivery
should take into account the state of the network, server and end user in order to prepare
the best delivery before starting the connection. This is possible thanks to the recently
proposedContent-AwareNetworks (CAN) [1], which are an evolutionary step forward
in the content delivery through the Internet.
CANarchitectures allow different actors involved in the content delivery (end users,
service providers as CDN or conventional cloud, content providers, network provider)
to arouse/sharpen the awareness concerning thewhole delivery process. These features
are crucial in critical applications as, e.g., surveillance. In surveillance applications
the content is sent from the camera sensor to a content server through the Internet and
from the server to the end user, which analyzes the images in real-time. With CAN
architecture, the network becomes content aware which makes feasible the resource
allocation and the reduction of end-to-end delay (for real-time viewing from the user).
Thus, the application layer obtains network awareness rendering the adaptation more
effective; i.e., the surveillance camera is able to arrange the content codification based
on the state of the network in order to take the maximum profit from the network.
Moreover, the service provider (e.g., the provider of surveillance images) receives the
information about user profile and user context (i.e., information related to the terminal
of the user viewing the surveillance images and the access network where she/he is
connected) and this, in turn, makes the decisions about content transmissions more
effective and fast adaptive.
Traditionally each actor performs only tasks directly related to her/him. For exam-
ple, the network providers (ISP) were responsible for carrying the traffic without
knowing the traffic requirements. On their part, the service providers usually built
overlay infrastructures without any knowledge of the underlying network resources
as, e.g., the access conditions of the user’s terminal. This imposed serious limitations
upon the content delivery performance in the Internet.
CAN architectures overcome this inefficiency establishing cooperation between the
actors, by exploiting the distributed information systems designed on federation prin-
ciples. The meeting point for all of them is an intermediate layer often called, in short,
CAN. We can define CAN as an overlay, multi-domain network which may offer the
framework for several actors’ cooperation, where the service providers manage the
high-level services, content providers manage the content servers, network providers
manage connectivity resources at the underlying level, and end users consume the
content [2]. This approach allows for a cross-layer management and optimization thus
offering higher performance in content delivery. Business models managing these
relations are flexible, e.g., the network provider may be also a service provider imple-
menting the CAN in its own infrastructure and offering high-level services.
CAN demands the knowledge of the status of content servers and network con-
ditions gathered from monitoring of the number of performance metrics. Moreover,
metrics are correlated and this correlation is, in general, unknown. Therefore, new
approaches dealing with multi-parameter environment should be considered in CANs.
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Current algorithms for content source (also called server in this paper) selection are
generally based on multi-criteria decision making (MCDM), which proposes quite a
straightforward solution: the definition of mapping of the objective functions onto a
single aggregated scalar function [3].
In this paper, we introduce Evolutionary Multiobjective Optimization (EMO) in
order to properly select the content sources (containing multimedia content for critical
applications) according to the characteristics of the selection process used in CAN.
The presented EMO approach admits the selection of servers that are distributed along
the Pareto front in opposition toMCDM approach, which only allows for the selection
of content servers with similar characteristics (not optimal in CAN systems). The
main objective of the EMO algorithm for content server selection in CAN is not to
find the pure optimal Pareto front but the primary purpose is to find the solutions that
are widespread on it.
The paper is structured as follows: after presenting the characteristics of CAN in
Sect. 2, we present the definitions and theorems (Sect. 3.1) used for defining the EMO
algorithm, which is presented in Sect. 3.2 (overall view), Sect. 3.3 (first phase of the
algorithm) and Sect. 3.4 (second phase of the algorithm). The algorithm is validated
via simulations in Sect. 4, along with a comparison of its performance with random
selection and with domination-based selection algorithms. The paper is concluded in
Sect. 5.
2 Related work and research motivation
CANs enable network-, content-, server- and user context-awareness, to achieve an
enhanced architecture for multimedia content delivery. The information feeds the
decision algorithms which choose the pertinent configuration such as the best source
or the suitable delivery path. The input information relevance and the efficiency of the
decision algorithms are crucial for the system performance.
One of the research challenges in CAN is the decision process selecting the best
content source (from where the critical multimedia content will be downloaded). The
decisions could be taken by the client applications, by the content provider (server
side) or by the network infrastructure.
In approach from the side of client, there is an application which selects the best
content based on the information collected by itself. The [4,5] exploit the dynamic
probing and statistical estimation of different metrics such as round trip delay, avail-
able bandwidth, or servers’ responsiveness. The results presented in [4] confirm that
even simple dynamic probing outperforms blind client-side selection. However, the
main drawbacks are the limited performance and weak scalability in an Internet-wide
deployment.
The server side selection strategy [6] aggregates information at the server side
and uses it to redirect the content requests coming from specific physical areas. The
scalability requirements for server selection ask for some offline pre-computation as
a preparation to serve content requests in real time.
One solution based on network-level decisions is “route-by-name” [7,8] approach,
assuming that every CAN node forwards the content request towards the destination
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source based on its local knowledge. The decision on source selection is taken in a
distributed way as a concatenation of local optimizations. Therefore, the final solution
may not be optimized in the global scope.
The DNS-like approaches [9–12], collect information on available content replicas
(including codec information), content server status and network conditions, then use
it for best content source selection, achieving in principle a globally optimal solution.
However, an intermediate service layer is needed (called simply CAN) for managing
the information that arrived from different entities and controlling the end-to-end
content delivery.
In order to achieve the network-, content- and user-awareness, CAN should select,
among all possible metrics (e.g., transfer delay, available bandwidth, packet loss,
distribution mode, adaptation capabilities, load of the content server, bandwidth on
access link, terminal context for user awareness), a subset that has the greatest impact
on the quality of the given content type, and associate them with an acceptable cost
model [13]. Jung et al. in [14], demonstrated that centralized decisions—taken on the
basis of the knowledge about the delivered content and network conditions—optimize
the utilization of the network resources and improve QoE on the user side.
Such an improvement requires an optimization decision algorithm considering pos-
sible solutions (e.g., a number of content servers, the different bitrates to download
the content, etc.) and deciding about the best one for the current network conditions.
The decision is, in general, a NP-complete problem, since it results in a multi-criteria
decision problem which, normally, is not polynomially solvable. In practice, heuris-
tics are usually used to compute a sub-optimal solution (a common one consists in
the reduction of the multi-criteria vector to a scalar value by using an appropriate cost
function, e.g., [15]).
The optimization decision algorithm can be centralized in the CAN Management
and Control (CAN M&C). The latter takes mid-long- and short-term scale actions.
Some processes are directed to access the content and prepare the network for the
content delivery. The CAN M&C establishes (for days or weeks), the paths that will
potentially connect end users and servers. These paths are normally specified in the
SLS with the service provider and can consider QoS guarantees (strict, relative, best
effort only). It is the responsibility of the CANM&C to choose the best potential paths
for the future content delivery. After paths setup in the network, the users can request
specific content and, once again, the CANM&C will decide about the best path/s and
best source/s for serving the requested content to the user (short-term scale). Generally,
the final decision of the content source is acknowledged to be the responsibility of
the service provider or the content provider (another possibility is that the end user
takes the final decision by using, e.g., HTTP-based protocols with Multi-Base URL
requests). Therefore, the CAN decision algorithm should give out a limited (several)
set of potential paths and sources which will be used by the service provider for
optimizing the delivery on the basis of, e.g., the user profile.
The path selection optimization (besides source selection) is, currently, a hot issue
in big content distribution networks. Some solutions are investigated to control the
delivery path by the CDN infrastructure [16]. The end-to-end path is characterized by
a concatenation of inter-domain paths, intra-domain paths being excluded.
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A decision algorithm in CAN should consider the two aforementioned processes
[17]. In the first phase, the algorithm should select a number of end-to-end paths
(connecting the user and any server with the requested content) with their respective
transfer characteristics. This is executed offline because of scalability limitations (it
is not possible to discover paths on per-request basis!). Example parameters defining
the paths are bandwidth of the path and delay dimensioned for the path. The second
phase of the selection process is activated for each content request to find a limited
number of content sources (and attached delivery paths) for serving the request. Both
phases should be passed through to achieve the same objective.
This two-phase EMO algorithm is presented in the next section. In the first phase,
a number of paths are selected for serving the high-popularity content requests in the
future (i.e., when the content requests arrive). The second phase selects the actual con-
tent source. Example parameters defining the content source are the load of the server
and its access bandwidth. Other authors ([18–20]) presented two-phase approaches for
EMO but, in those cases, the two phases tried to increase efficiency of the algorithm
itself. In our case, the two phases are mandatory by the same nature of CAN and the
approach to solve the problem is completely different.
EMO popularity has increased also in the telecommunications field. Thus, mobile
communications [21–23] and neural [24] and sensor [25] networks include research
works which consider EMO as an efficient tool for dimensioning network infrastruc-
tures [26].
3 EMO algorithm for source selection in CAN
3.1 Definitions
The parameters used for monitoring the network and sources in CAN are the sum
calculated or the minimum of different other values. For example, the delay of the
path is the sum of the delays in all the links of the paths. The same occurs for jitter
(approximation for very low values of jitter), losses, etc. Other values as the bandwidth
in the path are calculated as the minimum of the bandwidth in all the links. The content
source is characterized, among others, by server load which is a function of the sum
of all the connections served by the source. Generally, the objective of the decision
algorithm is to minimize the values of some parameters (delay, jitter, source load,…).
Therefore, without any loss of generality [27], we define the ε-dominance with the
following additive expression.
Definition 1 (ε-Dominance) Let be a, b ∈ X ⊂ n . Then a is said to ε-dominate b
for some ε ⊂ n > 0, denoted as a ε b, if
ai − εi ≤ bi ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (1)
For describing the two-phase process selection that is used in CAN, we should
assume that the first phase of the selection process is performed on the basis of n
parameters, whereas the second selection is performed on the basis of m (m > n)
parameters. So, we define the broad solution as follows:
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Definition 2 (Broad solution) Let be a ⊂ n . Then a∗ ⊂ m (m > n) is said a
broad solution of a if
a∗i = ai ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (2)
Definition 3 (Broad population) Let be X ⊂ n . Then X∗ ⊂ m (m > n) is said a
broad population of X if
∀a ∈ X, ∃a∗ ∈ X∗|a∗ is a broad solution of a (3)
Definition 4 (Probability of ε-dominance) The probability that broad solution a∗ ∈
Rmε-dominates (ε ∈ Rm) broad solution b∗ ∈ Rm denoted as P(a∗ >ε b∗), is a value
between 0 and 1 and corresponds to the probability of fulfilling the formula (4):
ai − εi ≤ bi ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} (4)
From these definitions we can derive the following (rather evident) theorems, which
are crucial for the specification of the proposed algorithm.
Theorem 1 If solution a does not ε-dominate solution b, then broad solution a∗ does
not ε∗-dominate broad solution b∗, where ε∗i = εi , i = {1, . . . , n}
Proof If solution a does not ε-dominate solution b, then:
∃i ∈{1, . . . , n}|ai − εi >bi and, since a∗i =b∗i ∀i ={1, . . . , n}, then : a∗i − ε∗i >b∗i
and a∗ does not ε∗-dominate b∗.
Theorem 2 If solution a does ε-dominate solution b, then P(a∗ >∗ε b∗) depends only
on the parameters n + 1, . . . ,m , where ε∗i = εi , i = {1, . . . , n}
Proof
P(a∗ ε∗ b∗) = P(a∗ ε∗ b∗/a ε b) × P(a ε b)
+ P(a∗ ε∗ b∗/a ε b) × P(a ε b),
since P(a∗ ε∗ b∗/a ε b) = 0 (from Theorem 1) and a ε-dominates b, i.e.,
ai − εi ≤ bi , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then
P(a∗ ε∗ b∗) = P(a∗i − ε∗i ≤ b∗i ,∀i = n + 1, . . . ,m) × P(a ε b∗)
= P(a∗i − ε∗i ≤ b∗i ,∀i = n + 1, . . . ,m)
Corollary In the case when the parameters n + 1, . . . ,m are independent of the
parameters 1, 2, . . . , n, then it is not possible to conclude ε∗-dominance by only
knowing ε-dominance.
In the case of CAN, the first n parameters could be (for example) bandwidth and
delay of the path (for path selection), whereas them parameters of the broad population
would be bandwidth and delay of the path and, on the other hand, load and access
bandwidth of the server (for server selection).
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3.2 Overall definition of the algorithm
Wepropose a two-phase evolutionarymultiobjective optimization algorithm for select-
ing the content sources in CAN infrastructure. The first selection is performed offline
and selects the paths and the distribution modes (related to streaming protocols)
attached to each path on the basis of static information of the network and server
access to the network. The second selection is performed when an end user request
arrives to the M&C of CAN. The selection manager initiates the second phase of the
content source selection algorithm by using the dynamic information from the net-
work and servers. This information uses real-time measurements of the state of the
servers (and, eventually, users) since network information is much more sensitive and,
normally, is not disclosed by the network operator. As a result, the second phase of
the algorithm offers a number of optimized content sources which can serve the user
request.
After this two-phase selection performed by CAN, the service provider will choose
the final source to serve the request. This selection will be based on user profile
and terminal capabilities, which will be known only in a posterior stage by, e.g.,
authorization requirements. As an example, consider a CAN that has a Service Level
Agreement with a third-part service provider, which is the final operator offering the
service to the end user. It is beyond the scope of this paper to copewith the last selection
process performed by the service provider. The proposed EMO algorithm deals with
the first two phases.
There are three main reasons for providing an EMO algorithm to solve source
selection in CAN: (1) the Pareto front may present different shapes, specifically it may
be concaveor evendisconnected,which is not easily solvedby traditionalmathematical
programming techniques [28], (2) EMO finds more than one solution. This is the case
of CAN M&C, which should leave the last decision to an external actor (service
provider or end user) which selects the final source and (3) the final solutions can be
spread along the Pareto front, which is not achievable byMCDM algorithms currently
used in CAN. Let us remark that the scope of EMO algorithm for content source
selection is not to find the theoretical optimal Pareto front but to find several sources
that are quasi-optimal and are distributed along the whole Pareto front.
The EMO algorithm proposed in this paper takes some ideas of the different, well-
known, EMO algorithms and adapts them for CAN content source selection problem.
From Pareto Archived Evolution Strategy [29], we inherit the placement of solutions
in a certain grid location and the use of this grid for classifying the fitness of the
solutions. Moreover, for variation of the population, we use an approach similar to the
continuously updated fitness sharing [30] used in Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithm 2
[31]. From Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2) [32,33], we take the
idea of fine-grained fitness assignment policy which considers the number of domi-
nated and dominating solutions. Moreover, we adopt the strategy of calculating the
distance with the closest neighbors in order to increase the efficiency of the algorithm.
By the term “efficiency”, we understand the capability of the algorithm for finding
solutions distributed along the Pareto front.
We introduce some novel mechanisms that are specific for the CAN problem that
we tackle in this paper. The first phase for the selection of paths introduces a new
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fitness assignment in accordance with the content distribution in the network. The
second phase includes an elitism mechanism for assuring that the final solutions are
not far from the solutions presented by the CAN system and a mechanism for setting
the rank of some parameters that could be dynamically adapted by the CAN M&C.
Several new EMO algorithms and many modifications have been presented during
the last years. These novel approaches overcome the results of the classical ones
but, they search higher efficiency and/or simplicity in finding the Pareto front (e.g.,
[34,35]), which is not the scope of content source selection algorithm.
The proposed algorithm is a two-phase algorithm, where each phase corresponds
to each selection in CAN, i.e., path selection and content source selection. The algo-
rithm aims at finding the solutions of the Pareto front which are not far from the
content sources proposed by CAN M&C and, at the same time, which are shared
along the Pareto front in order to provide enough variety in the range of possible output
solutions.
In the first phase, CAN establishes the potential paths between sources’ domains
and users’ domains. Generally, users and servers may be within the same domain
(e.g., network operators which have their own CDN infrastructure) and, in this case,
the paths are intra-domain. In order to decide which paths will be configured, the
CAN M&C obtains information about the links (inter-domain) and the service level
agreements with different networkOperators. Such information is taken in a long-term
scale (static information) and is grouped in a number (n) of parameters (provisioned
delay, provisioned loss rate, number of hops, cost, etc.) which are the basis of the path
selection process.
Once the paths are selected and configured (path establishment), the users can
generate requests of content that will be served by using the established paths. The
selection of paths limits the final selection of content source since only the servers
whose domain is connected to the users by one of the selected paths can be chosen
during the second phase of the algorithm.
The second phase is the selection of content source/s which may potentially stream
the requested content when a user sends the request. This second phase is performed
per content request and uses real-time (dynamic) information in addition to static one.
Dynamic information characterizes the state of the paths (current delay, current packet
loss rate, etc.) and sources (current load, outgoing bandwidth of the server, etc.). For
each path established after the first phase, we can find several content sources that
potentially may serve the content by using the same path. In other words, there could
exist several content sourceswith the same values of the n first parameters and different
(m − n) last parameters.
The output of the second phase is a limited (K2) number of potential sources that
contain the requested content and fulfill the requirements of the connection (e.g., live
streaming). These potential sources are optimized within the Pareto set.
3.3 First phase (path selection)
The first phase of the algorithm runs along with the CAN establishment. The system
receives information about the dimensioning parameters of the paths and selects a
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number K1 of paths between the users’ domain and servers’ domain containing high-
popularity content.
The initial population of solutions in the first phase is a number of potential end-
to-end paths connecting the users’ domain and the servers’ domains containing the
high-popularity content. Each path is defined by n parameters.
3.3.1 Requirements for the first phase selection process
The objectives of the path selection are two: (1) the algorithm should choose the
best paths which will connect the best sources for serving the content requests; (2)
the algorithm should allow for the selection of different sources situated at different
domains, so the algorithm should preserve the paths that connect the users’ domains
with different servers’ domains.
Selection of unconnected paths Two paths connecting the same users’ and servers’
domains are called connected paths, whereas two paths connecting the same users’
domain but two different servers’ domains are called unconnected paths. An important
characteristic of CAN is that two connected paths have rather similar values of several
parameters (number of hops, delay, etc.), unlike unconnected paths.
We have checked this heuristic by simulations in a CAN simulation model that
we presented in [17]. The model groups together content server and user population
distribution into the Internet topology and assigns to the inter-domain links and to
the servers some parameters (e.g., link bandwidth and server capacity) that are in
accordance with current Video on Demand (VoD) streaming in the Internet.
This extensive model takes the parameters from the largest content and service
providers. Specifically, the model assumes Internet topology and distribution of user
population on the basis of University of Oregon studies [36] and RIPE data [37], which
consider Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3 domains; while the source distribution in the domains
and the source characteristics (maximum number of streams) are modeled according
to the Akamai infrastructure [38] and other important content providers, whose data
(e.g., domain identifiers) are public. Themodel considers a network topology of around
36,000 domains and 103,000 links, whereas the source population counts more than
400,000 servers. We assigned the values of two dimensioning (static) parameters to
each link: bandwidth (BW) and dimensioning (i.e., maximum) IP Packet Transfer
Delay (IPTD). These values take in consideration the type of domains (Tier 1, 2 or 3)
which the links connect, and are in accordance to the guidelines of [39,40].
The simulationmethodology is based on the analysis of the content delivery process
from the point of view of one exemplary Tier 3 users’ domain. We find the shortest
paths from that domain to all the other domains of the network topology. Note that
between the users’ domain and a given domain, several shortest paths with the same
number of hops can be created. The value of the BW of each path (BWpath) is the
minimum value of the BW of all the links belonging to the path, whereas the value of
IPTD of each path (IPTDpath) is the sum of the IPTD values of all the links in the path
(only inter-domain links are considered).
When the paths are found, we evaluate the parameters of pairs of paths. We select
randomly 100,000 pairs of paths, all of them starting at the exemplary end users’
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Table 1 Euclidean distance of
parameters of randomly selected
pairs of paths
Pair of paths d2(a, b)mean
Connected paths 0.161 ± 0.112
Unconnected paths 0.761 ± 0.157
domain. For each pair of paths we first check whether these two paths end at the same
sources’ domain (connected paths) or at different sources’ domains (unconnected
paths). Let us remark that connected paths cross a higher number of common links
than unconnected paths.
For each pair of paths, a and b, we evaluate the distance between them d2(a, b) by
calculating the squared Euclidean distance of the two parameters: BW and IPTD as












where BWmax, BWmin, IPTDmax, IPTDmin are the maximum and minimum values of
BW and IPTD for all the paths.
We repeated the tests 25 times in order to obtain the confidence intervals of the
mean values.
The mean values of d2(a, b) together with the confidence intervals at the 95 %
confidence level for connected and unconnected paths are shown in Table 1. As we
can observe, connected paths have significantly lower d2(a, b)mean, so the values of
the parameters are much more similar than in the case of two unconnected paths.
The path selection algorithm should provide a mechanism to select the higher num-
ber of unconnected paths in order to offer different servers’ domains (with different
content sources) during the second phase of the selection algorithm. Therefore, the
mechanism should select the solutions that are distant in the set population (uncon-
nected paths). This is achieved in Step 1, as described below.
Selection of connected paths Between all the connected paths, only the best ones
should be selected. The reason is the Thesis 1: for connected paths, domination in
phase 1 implies domination in phase 2.
Proof If a and b are two connected paths, then they connect to the users the same
content sources in the broad set population.
Let be a∗i , b∗i , i = n + 1, . . . ,m the set of parameters characterizing the content
sources. If a and b are connected paths, then a∗i = b∗i , i = n + 1, . . . ,m (same
parameters of content sources).
From Theorem 2, if a >ε b, then P(a∗ ε∗ b∗) = P(a∗i − ε∗i ≤ b∗i , ∀i =
n + 1, . . . ,m), since a∗i = b∗i , i = n + 1, . . . ,m, then for any ε∗i > 0, a∗i − ε∗i < b∗i ,
quod erat demonstrandum.
Because of this, in the case of connected paths (characterized by proximity in the
set population), the algorithm should exclude dominated solutions in the first phase
of the selection process (path selection) and choose only the solutions that dominate a
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highest number of other solutions, as performed in, e.g., SPEA [41]. This is performed
in the Step 2 of the first phase of the algorithm.
3.3.2 Features of the first phase algorithm
The algorithm starts with locating the set population in a n-dimensional grid as shown
in Fig. 1 (n = 2). Each solution is located in the n-dimensional grid based on the
values of the parameters in a similar way as a geographical location. The solutions
included in different equilateral hyper-surface of n dimensions (each square in Fig. 1)
are considered as unconnected paths and at least one solution of each hyper-surface
(if any) will be selected in the first phase of the algorithm. Within one hyper-surface,
all the paths are considered as connected and the dominating solutions are preferred.
So, the algorithm selects at least one solution of each hyper-surface, if any, and
non-dominated solutions inside of the same hyper-surface, if needed (to complete the
number of solutions).
3.3.3 First phase algorithm
In this section, we present the steps of the first phase algorithm that works as explained
above.
Let K be the number of solutions in the population set and K1 the number of
solutions which will be selected in the first phase (archive size).
Let xi j be the value of the parameter i (e.g., number of hops), i = 1, . . . , n of the
solution (path) j , j = 1, . . . , K .
Step 1: Initialization. Generate an initial population P0 with all the potential paths.
Generate an empty archive A. Calculate αi as shown in (6), which determines the
number of hyper-surfaces in each axe of the grid (see Fig. 1).
αi = max j xi j − min j xi j
int{ n√K1} ; i = 1, . . . , n; j = 1, . . . , K (6)
Reorder P0 by calculating the value yi j (normalized population) (see Fig. 1) classifying
the solutions in the grid.
Fig. 1 Grid of the decision
space (exemplary values: n = 2;
K = 19; K1 = 8; int√8 = 2, as
























xi j−min j xi j
αi
}





xi j−min j xi j
αi
}
; if xi j = max
j
xi j
i = 1, . . . , n; j = 1, . . . , K
(7)
Create support vector y with n elements. Initialize y = (1, 1, . . . , 1).
Step 2: for all the solutions with yi j = yi : /* solutions in the same hyper-surface
(square in Fig. 1)
– calculate the fitness value f j as the number of solutions that are ε-dominated by
the solution j , divided by the population size plus one.
– copy the solution xi j (with yi j = y) which has the highest value f j to the archive.
In the case when two or more solutions have the same highest value f j , then copy
one of them (random). Cut the solution xi j from the population set.
Step 3: if y = (max j y1 j , max j y2 j ,…, max j ynj ) then y = (1, 1, . . . , 1) /∗ if all the
hyper-surfaces were finished and not all the K1 solutions have been selected, then the
algorithm repeats the process from the first hyper-surface.
Increment index i in yi .
Step 4: if size(A) = K1, then end; else go to Step 2.
Figure 2 shows the differences between the presentedfirst phase of the algorithmand
the classical dominance-based algorithms. Figure 2a presents the exemplary solutions
chosen by the first phase (encircled points), whereas Fig. 2b shows the (exemplary)
solutions selected by an algorithm that prefers dominant solutions (encircled points).
3.4 Second phase
The second phase of the algorithm runs when a user requests any content to the system.
The system receives information about the servers that store the requested content and
selects a number K2 of sources for serving the request. Generally, K2 is a small value
that allows for a final selection of content source by an external entity as, e.g., service
provider. In some cases, K2 may be equal to 1 (CAN decides the final content source).
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The initial population of solutions in the second phase is a number of sources
containing the requested content and connected to the users’ domain by one of the
K1 paths which were the output of the first phase of the algorithm. According to
the definition 2, the initial population of the second phase is a broad population of
the output of the first phase. The solutions of the second phase have m (m > n)
parameters.
3.4.1 Requirements for the second phase selection process
The proposed algorithm should introduce mechanisms that are specific for content
source selection in CAN. On the one hand, CAN M&C should be able to control
the rank of the parameters in the decision process and, on the other hand, elitism
mechanisms should be introduced for preserving solutions that are close to the initial
population, i.e., the results of the first phase.
Rank of parameters Since the state of the sources and the links within the CAN
infrastructure is very dynamic, CAN M&C introduces monitoring elements for the
real-time control of the state of the system and takes high-level decisions in order
to introduce stability (for example, content provisioning of high-popularity content),
when required. Also the selection of the content source should be part of such decisions
since the CAN M&C may decide, for example, to solve network overload situations
or to introduce source load balancing. Because of this, the second phase algorithm
should be able to select the server taking into account the high-level decisions of the
CAN M&C.
In our algorithm, we introduce a mechanism that allows some parameters to gain
importance in the decision process, i.e., some parameters have higher rank within the
algorithm. In this way, the CANM&Cmay optimize the algorithm for the parameters
of the top rank. A change of the weights (wi , i = 1, . . . ,m) results in a change of the
incidence of the content source selection into the system state. For example, the CAN
M&C could introduce a higher weight of the source load in order to ensure server
load balancing. This is achieved in the Step 5 of the second phase algorithm presented
below.
Elitism mechanism The Pareto optimal front discovered by the algorithm should be
not far from the solutions of the initial population P ′0, which are the content sources
that might serve the user request. Therefore, we introduce an elitism mechanism for
preserving solutions which are near to the initial population and, at the same time,
discarding other solutions even if they are closer to the Pareto optimal front (proximity
to the Pareto optimal front is not the scope of the algorithm).
This elitism mechanism is based on gridding the decision space (as performed in
the first phase) and marking the hyper-surfaces that contain at least one solution of the
initial population. Solely the solutions belonging to the marked hyper-surfaces will be
accepted in future populations. In this way, the algorithm sets bounds to the distance
of the Pareto front found by the algorithm and the potential solutions offered by the
content sources. Moreover, the elitism mechanism speeds up the convergence to the
final solutions since it avoids further iterations of the algorithm. This is performed in
Step 7 of the second phase algorithm.
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3.4.2 Features of the second phase algorithm
The second phase algorithm considers the paths selected in the first phase and extends
this population with new parameters of servers’ and users’ domains. Among this
broad population, a number of servers are selected in such a way that the servers are
distributed along the Pareto front.
The evolutionary algorithm proposed for the second phase uses CAN-specific vari-
ation mechanism and environmental selection. The variation mechanism ensures that
the children solutions are, at least, as good (solutions) as the parents ones. Any modi-
fication in the child (with regard to the parent) improves the parent since the algorithm
assigns minimum values of one or more parameters (note that the multiobjective
optimization consists of minimizing the values of the parameters). The proposed envi-
ronmental selection assures that the new population is not far away from the original
population P ′0.
The fitness assignment step applies dominance rank and count. In this way, the algo-
rithm prefers solutions that dominate a higher number of solutions and, particularly,
the algorithm discards dominated solutions. Note that in the case when the first phase
of the algorithm selected dominated solutions and such dominated solutions were also
dominated in the spread population of the second phase, then the fitness assignment
of the second phase would eliminate such solutions when assigning to A′1 in the first
iteration. In other words, even when during the first phase, some dominated solutions
could be chosen, afterwards such solutions are discarded if they are also dominated in
the second phase.
3.4.3 Second phase algorithm
The steps of the second phase algorithm are the following:
Step 1: Initialization. Generate an initial population P ′0 (broad population of the output
of the first phase). The single quotation mark of P ′0 is used for distinguishing from the
initial population of the first phase P0. Generate an empty archive A′0 = 0. Generate
a vector of weights of the m parameters w′i , i = 1, . . . ,m. Calculate α′i as shown in
(8).
α′i =
max j xi j − min j xi j
int{ m√K2} ; i = 1, . . . ,m; j ∈ P
′
0 (8)
Reorder P ′0 by calculating the value y′i j as indicated in formula (7), which classifies
the solutions in the grid.
Step 2: Calculate the fitness assignment Fi of each solution i ∈ P ′t + A′t (t is an
iteration index with initial value equal to 0), where + stands for union of both the
solution sets. Fi is calculated in the same way as SPEA2 [33], see formula (9).
Fi =
∑
j∈P ′t +A′t , jεi
S j + 1
d2(i, l) + 2 , i ∈ P
′
t + A′t (9)
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where S j is the cardinality of the set: { j | j ∈ P ′t + A′t ∧ i ε j} and d2(i, l) is the








Step 3: Copy the K2 solutions with lower Fi into A′t+1.
Step 4: Matting selection: extract randomly two elements of P ′t . Copy the one with
lower Fi into the matting pool (if Fi values of both elements are the same, then select
one of them randomly) and cancel both of them from P ′t . Repeat the process until P ′t
is empty.
Step 5: Variation: choose randomly two elements i and j of the matting pool and
modify the solution i ′ in the following way: for each parameter k, k = 1, . . . ,m select
the minimum value between xki and (xki + xk j )/2 with a probability w′k/(w′1 + w′2 +· · · + w′m) (w′i has been defined in Step 1) or leave the value xki with a probability









with prob = w′k
xki with prob = (1 − w′k)
(10)
Copy the solution i ′ to the environmental pool.
Repeat the Step 5 exchanging the values of the elements i and j /*in this occasion,
the element j will be modified.
Cut solutions i and j from the matting pool.
Step 6: Repeat Step 5 until matting pool is empty.
Step 7: Environmental selection: for each solution j ′ of the environmental pool, cal-
culate yi j ′ as follows:





xi j ′−min j xi j
α′i
}





xi j ′−min j xi j
α′i
}
; if xi j ′ = max
j
xi j
i = 1, . . . ,m; j ∈ P ′0 (11)
/* This action reorders the environmental pool population into the original grid of the
second phase population P ′0.
Copy the solution j ′ to P ′t+1 if and only if:
∀i = 1, . . . ,m ∃ solution k ∈ P ′0| yik = yi j ′ (12)
/* The algorithm only copies solutions that are in the same grid square as, at least, one
original solution of P ′0.
Step 8: Termination condition: if the cardinality of the set P ′t+1 is equal to 0 (P ′t+1 is
empty) or t = T then go to Step 9, otherwise t++, go to Step 2.
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Fig. 3 Exemplary Pareto front found by a second phase of the algorithm; b classical EMO (n = 2)
Step 9: For each solution of A′t , find the closest solution of P ′0. The furthers are the
selected solutions for serving the content requests.
Figure 3a shows the Pareto front “found” by the presented second phase of the
algorithm (red color), whereas Fig. 3b shows the Pareto front “found” by the classical
EMO algorithm (red color). In the second phase of the algorithm the unique valid
solutions are located inside the grid.
4 Performance evaluation of the algorithm by simulations
In order to validate the proposed algorithm, we provide two different analysis via
simulations.
On the one hand, in Sect. 4.1 we argue that the novelties (compared to other EMO
algorithms) which we have introduced in the second phase of the algorithm (variety,
fitness and elitism) improve the content server selection process. Concretely, we verify
when successive iterations of the algorithm provide solutions that are closer to the
Pareto front as well as we investigate when variety mechanism allows for finding
solutions which are optimal for selected parameter.
On the other hand, Sect. 4.2 compares the proposed two-phase EMO-based algo-
rithm with MCDM-based algorithms for content server selection.
The simulation studies are based on the model of CAN which we have already
used in the previous section. Once again, we consider the point of view of sin-
gle users’ domain (domain A). The algorithm optimizes path selection (first phase
of the algorithm) by minimizing the inverse of BWpath (BW
−1
path) and by minimiz-
ing the IPTDpath. For the second phase algorithm (content source selection) we
consider two more parameters characterizing the servers: the server load, which is
a random value U [0.0, 1.0] calculated for each content server within the servers’
domains and the inverse of the servers’ domain access bandwidth (BW−1access).
BWaccess is the BW of the link (belonging to the path) attached to the servers’
domain. All the servers at the same servers’ domain have the same value of
BWaccess.
The best content sources are the ones that have lower values of different parameters,
i.e., near to 0 ∈ R4 (BW−1path = 0, IPTDpath = 0, load = 0, BW−1access = 0).
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4.1 Analysis of second phase algorithm
The first tests show the selection of solutions in successive iterations of the sec-
ond phase algorithm. Both simulation methodology and tool have been specified in
Sect. 3.3.1. The tests assume that a number of K1 = 16 paths have been selected.
Each path communicates domain A with one servers’ domain, where the servers are
part of the initial population P ′0. Each path is characterized by the couple (BW
−1
path,
IPTDpath), whereas each server is characterized by the quad term (BW
−1
path, IPTDpath,
load, BW−1access). The value εi equals (max j xi j − min j xi j )/10, j ∈ P ′0. The network
scenario (which includes network topology and content source distribution) is only
exemplary, so the conclusions are very limited and we cannot generalize.
Figure 4 shows how the solutions tend to the Pareto optimal front for successive
iterations when all the weights of the parameters are equal to 0.5, i.e., all the parame-
ters have the same probability of varying in successive iterations. In order to clearly
show the results of the second phase algorithm, we calculated the weighted sum of the
path parameters: BW−1path/maxP0′(BW
−1
path)+ IPTDpath/maxP0′(IPTDpath). This sum
is presented in X-axis of Fig. 4. The values maxP0′(BW
−1
path) and maxP0′(IPTDpath)
are the maximum of the inverse of the path bandwidth and the path IPTD of
the population P ′0, respectively. Y-axis shows the values of the server parameters,
i.e., load/maxP0′(load) + BW−1access/maxP0′(BW−1access), where maxP0′ (load) and
maxP0′(BW−1access) are the maximum values of server load and the inverse of the access
bandwidth of the population P ′0, respectively. Even if the weighted sum representa-
tion could mislead the lector, the figures are useful to take some conclusions about the
behavior of the algorithm.
Figure 4 presents the original solutions of P ′0and the K2 = 9 solutions of successive
archives (A′1− A′3). We can see that the solutions of successive archives are closer to 0,
i.e., closer to the optimal solution. The selected solutions are the solutions belonging
to P ′0 that are closer to the solutions of A′3. Note that in some cases the final solution
(red circle) is different from the solution of A′1 (blue star) because of the functioning of
































Fig. 4 Results of successive iterations of the second phase algorithm (archive solutions) for w1 = w2 =
w3 = w4 = 0.5
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Fig. 5 Results of successive iterations of the second phase algorithm (archive solutions) for w1 = w2 = 1
and w3 = w4 = 0
with red color does not contain any solution of the population P ′0; therefore, any
solution in A′i is contained in this hyper-surface, which demonstrates that the elitism
mechanism works properly.
The following test aims at demonstrating whether the CAN-specific variety mech-
anism works properly. We repeat the previous test (the same network scenario) with
values of the weights are w1 = w2 = 1, w3 = w4 = 0. These weights should only
provide a variety of the first two parameters: BW−1path and IPTDpath, which can be
observed in Fig. 5. The solutions of A′1 in Fig. 5 are the same as in Fig. 4 but, for
successive iterations, the solutions are varying uniquely in the horizontal direction,
which agrees with the values of the weights that we set in the algorithm. In fact, the
values w3 = w4 = 0 do not allow for varying the solutions in the Y-dimension. We
can conclude that the variety mechanismworks as expected and provides to a different
subset of selected solutions, which is optimal for BW−1path and IPTDpath (e.g., there is
no selected solution on the bottom red hyper-surface of Fig. 1).
4.2 Comparison with other MCDM-based content source selection
Maximization of the extent of the obtained non-dominated front is one of the require-
ments for many EMO algorithms [42]. In the case of CAN, this requirement acquires
special significance since CAN should supply a number of content sources with differ-
ent characteristics to the service provider (or, eventually, end user) which is in charge
of taking the final decision about the content source. This is, in fact, one of the main
reasons for choosing EMO approach instead of MCDM approach for content source
selection in CANs.
The following tests evaluate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm in the selection
of solutions which are spread along the Pareto front. We compare the efficiency of
the presented algorithm (with all the weights set to 0.5), called Domination-EMO or,
briefly, D-E, with other three MCDM algorithms usually used in CAN infrastructures.
Note that the scenario and the distribution of servers and users are the same in all
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the tests and the only modifiable thing from one test to another is the implemented
algorithm.
The simplest one is a random–random (R–R) algorithm that assumes random selec-
tion of K1 paths and random selection of K2 content sources between all the content
sources that are connected to the users’ domain by one of the K1 selected paths. It
is expected that the distance between the solutions selected by algorithm R–R will
be high since this algorithm does not select only solutions from the Pareto front but
from all the decision space. In order to compare the different algorithms in a complete
way, we analyze also the distance of the discovered solutions to the Pareto optimal
front.
The next algorithm is Random-MCDM (R-M), which randomly selects K1 paths in
thefirst phase. The selection of servers uses a variation of reference levelmultiobjective
optimization [43] which resulted efficient for CAN [44]. This algorithm is based on
the use of the maximum and the minimum values of each parameter in order to find
the appropriate reference levels. Between all the content sources of P ′0 (after random
selection of paths), the algorithm chooses the solutions that are more distant from the
reservation level in order to avoid overload.
The last algorithm, called Domination-MCDM (D-M), selects the non-dominated
paths which dominate a higher number of other solutions by applying the formula (9)
(minimizing the value of Fi ); whereas, the selection of content sources uses the same
MCDM algorithm as in the algorithm R-M.
The parameters for selecting paths and servers are (BW−1path, IPTDpath) and (BW
−1
path,
IPTDpath, load, BW−1access), respectively, and the value εi is equal to (max j xi j −
min j xi j )/10, j ∈ P0.
The testing procedure is the following: in the network scenario presented above,
we run each algorithm in order to select the K1 paths and the K2 = 5 content sources.
For each solution, say a found by the algorithm, we calculate its distance to the other
K2 − 1 solutions, d2 (a, others), by applying the formula (13).








⎝ xia − xib
max
j, j∈P0






, K2 = 5; m = 4
(13)
where max j, j∈P0 xi j and min j, j∈P0 xi j are the maximum and minimum values of the
parameter i for all the initial solutions in P0. Note that the values of max j, j∈P0 xi j
and min j, j∈P0 xi j depend only on the network scenario and, because of this, they are
the same for all the algorithms and do not have influence in the comparison results.
The maximum value of d2(a, others) is achieved when all the K2 − 1 solutions are
very distant from solution a. In that case d2 (a, others) = m = 4.
The distance between solutions d2sol for each algorithm is calculated by adding all
the five (K2) distances d2(a,others) and dividing by 5. This distance represents how
distant are the final solutions in each algorithm.
Moreover, we calculate the distance to 0, d20 , of the five solutions as indicated
in (14).
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Fig. 6 Results of distance between solutions (d2sol) for increasing values of K1 (D-E domination-EMO, i.e.,
















K2 = 5; m = 4 (14)
The value of d20 (d
2
0 ≤ 4) indicates the mean distance of the solutions to the optimal
solution (0∈ Rm), so it is an indicator about the effectiveness of the algorithm for
finding the best solutions. Let us remark that a good algorithm for CAN should provide
high values of d2sol and low values of d
2
0 .
We perform the tests (over the same network scenario) for increasing values of
K1, concretely for the series K1 = {1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 100}. Note that, since the average
number of servers per domain is 400,000/36,000≈11.1, then the initial population for
the second phase of the algorithms is, on average, 11.1 · K1. The tests were repeated
20 times for the algorithms that select the path randomly (i.e., R–R and R-M) in order
to calculate the confidence intervals at the 95 % confidence level that are shown in
the figures. Note that these repetitions are to find the average of path selection process
(first phase of the algorithm), whereas the second phase is performed only once, so
the figure shows results of one unique realization.
Figure 6 shows the values of d2sol, whereas Fig. 7 presents the d
2
0 results.
The higher values of d2sol (Fig. 6) in the R–R algorithm indicate that the solutions
are widespread, as expected. In fact, this algorithm does not select only solutions of
the Pareto front as it can be observed in Fig. 7 (very high values of d20 ). Therefore, the
RR algorithm is not an optimal algorithm in CAN.
After R–R, the highest values of d2sol are achieved by the D-E algorithm which,
besides, is the most effective in finding optimal solutions (see Fig. 7). The algorithms
R-M and D-M find solutions that are crowded together, which is inefficient for content
source selection purposes even if the solutions are optimal.
A general conclusion is that the proposed D-E algorithm reaches the objectives of
CAN infrastructure in a more effective way, obtaining a distribution of the solutions
(d2sol) that is 300 % more spread than MCDM algorithms for the same level (lightly
better) of optimization of the final solutions.
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Fig. 7 Results of distance to 0 (d20 ) for increasing values of K1 (D-E domination-EMO, i.e., the pro-
posed algorithm with w1 = w2 = w3 = w4 = 0.5, R–R random–random, R-M random-MCDM, D-M
domination-MCDM)
The confidence intervals (of the results corresponding to the algorithms based on
random selection) decrease for increasing values of K1 (see Fig. 7). This behavior is
caused since, for lower values of K1, the initial population of the second phase P ′0 is
small and does not represent all the population P0. Instead, when K1 is high, the P ′0
is a good collection of samples of P0.
The values of d20 in the D-M algorithm are slightly worse than in the D-E one. This
agrees with the conception of the reference level MCDM algorithm that we used. In
fact, this algorithm selects the solution by comparing the parameter which is closer to
the reservation level (the “worst” parameter) [43,44], while other parameters are not
considered. This does not occur in EMO algorithm, which considers all the parameters
for content source selection.
We repeated the tests for three other network scenarios (by changing the load of the
servers and the size of the network topology, i.e., the network topology is twice larger
than in previous tests, so the paths are, in general, longer) and the results were similar.
Concretely, the relation of the results between the algorithms were almost identical
to the presented ones (the D-E algorithm gives similar values of d20 and three times
higher values of d2sol than the R-M and D-M algorithms). Therefore, we may conclude
that the comparison is not dependent on the network scenario.
In the presented results, we demonstrated the efficiency of the presented algorithm
and the better functioning than other algorithms that are used in CAN source selection
process. The gaining is achieved specially in obtaining solutions that are spread along
the Pareto front, which is necessary in CAN infrastructures. Such a characteristic
cannot be achieved byMCDMalgorithms since they do not find simultaneously several
solutions of the Pareto front.
5 Conclusions
The paper focuses on designing effective decision algorithm for new content delivery
architectures called Content-Aware Networks. These networks are able to ensure high
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quality in the delivery of multimedia content for critical applications as surveillance
and e-health applications. The proposed algorithm aims to select the best content
source/server and suitable delivery path based on the information about the content
and its requirements, the knowledge of network conditions and the status of available
servers. The currently investigated approaches for content source selection are basedon
multi-criteria decision making, which solves the problem with quite a straightforward
solution consisting of the definition of a scalarization function that maps the objective
functions onto a single aggregated function.
In this paper, we proposed an algorithm based on Evolutionary Multiobjective
Optimization approach. This algorithm has two phases to reflect CAN operations
performed on different time scales. The first phase corresponds to the selection of set
of suitable delivery paths (based on mid-long time scale resources evaluation), while
the second phase selects the potential content sources for particular content request
(short time scale). In our algorithm, we introduce novel mechanisms exploiting fitness
assignment, variety and elitism to cope specific CAN requirements. The proposed
mechanisms enable the decision-maker to obtain more diversity in the solutions set
than other approaches do: the proposed EMO-based algorithm is more efficient in
finding suitable solutions, which are spread along the Pareto front. Such features are
very useful in CAN systems and especially in the context of multi-domain and multi-
provider environments. The included simulation results demonstrated the profits got
by our EMO approach comparing to MCDA approaches usually used in CAN.
Further work will be focused on the application of similar EMO algorithms in the
case of multi-source (and multi-path) media streaming, i.e., when a number of sources
stream to the end user pieces of content, which are complementary. Such a media
delivery is used in collaborative streaming scenarios.
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